=ceforul=1984==20==Host Jafo says:
=Star Trek: Apache - Episode =#7=20
Week # 4
Mission: "The Peacekeepers"
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==20The USS Apache has reported the interception of a distress call from the =Cardassian Freighter Balthazar.   The freighter reported being boarded =by an unknown aggressor, which attacked and butchered much of the crew =in attempt to take the ship.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==20The last report from the freighter was to that the attackers were =attempting to take control of the ship.  The USS Apache has proceeded to =the freighters coordinates to investigate the incident, regain the =freighter, and return it to the command of the Cardassian crew.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<< Begin Missions Week 3 >>>>>>>>>>
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Mister Naug and Mister Turnbull have beamed to the =bridge of the freighter along with a security team.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Mister Yeung, Mister Lu, Mister Abbot and Mister =Powers have beamed to the freighters engineering section with a pair of =security teams.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::at OPS monitoring communiqué, with lock on AT::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Apache remains within transporter range of the =freighter Balthazar and Commander Valrek's shuttle has left the area =bound for parts unknown … to almost everyone.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Aloud: Abbott, take point!
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: In TL heading for bridge::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::Raises her phaser readily::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Aloud: Kolandi make sure nobody gets through that door!
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::whips out tricorder and scans surrounding area::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Looking around a little frightened and then takes out phaser:: =Abbott: Aye, uh, sir...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::watches the freighter on the screen:: OPS: Have you made any progress =in tapping into the freighters internal communications?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::tries to connect to freighter's files and tap into COMM database::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: in sickbay, counting the stock, as ordered ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::feels her Klingon senses heighten and her blood race::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Fighting breaks out on the bridge, but it's only =moments before Naug, Turnbull, their security detail are subdued and =rendered unconscious by phasers on stun.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Yes, sir, I've... I'm reading fire on the bridge, sir...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@*LCMDR*: Sir, are you all right?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The link between the Apache and the freighters COM =system is broken.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=Self: 996... 997..... 998.... 999....
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::Sits in officer reading the report MO Powers left her::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: arrives on bridge :: :: notices how busy everyone is:: CO: How can I =be of assistance?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::eyes the engineering section carefully watching for any sudden =movements::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::looks around::  CO:  Umm, sir, I lost the link to the freighter...
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@Abbot: There's nothing around us.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: looks around :: self: uh oh... where's... dang!     :: searches for =the 1000th bottle ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=Wregget:  Help me reconnect with it, now...
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: In the Engineering section things are quiet, except =for the soft steady hum of the freighters small warp core and a slow =dripping sound....
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Wregget> OPS:  Yes sir, I'm going to try now, sir...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::Sees Dr. Karl counting the stock and walks out of her office:: Dr:  =Are you all right, Dr. Karl?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::eyes the SO:: SO: That is correct...but a true warrior is always ready =for action....
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@YEUNG: You got everything you need on the ship?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::has an uneasy feeling about what may be happening on the freighter:: =OPS: Try to regain contact and transport our people off the bridge of =that freighter as soon as a lock is re-established.
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Really nervous:: Abbott: Um sir?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:=20
=CIV: How much training have you had at the tactical station?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Turnbull, Naug, and their security detail are =herded into the Freighter Captain’s ready room and bound.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=OPS: try increasing the signal by boosting power
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: looks up :: CMO: Huh?  Oh fine ... I ah ... seemed to have missed =place the 1000th bottle of Tricylene ... it's around here somewhere.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@CTO: I think so...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@*LCMDR*: Sir, are you all right??
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=::hesitates:: CO: Tactical … none really, Sir.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: what is going on here ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@SEC: What is it?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@ALL: Lets head for the bridge.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO: Yes sir ... Wregget:  You reconnect me to the COMM; I'm going to try =to get our guys back...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CIV: Then now is the time to practice what you learned in the Academy.  =::motions to the tactical area::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO: Ah, here it is... :: pulls it out :: It was hiding behind the =computer console.   Must have rolled away when I wasn't looking.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@ALL: Abbott, take point. Kolandi, take up the rear.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CIV: Don’t push the red button until told. ::grins::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: heads towards tactical:: CO: Yes sir.  Self: I wish I had paid more =attention.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Yeung: Stick close to me.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: puts it on the shelf :: CMO: ... and one thousand.   Done, sir.   All =stocks are accounted for.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@CTO: Aye sir....
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@ALL: Lets move out.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::nods and moves right next to CTO::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=::Glares at CSO:: CSO: what red button?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::draws his phaser rifle::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CIV:  Don't worry, we have faith in you, my love... ::continues =working::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: Yes sir.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CMO*: Captain to Sickbay, be prepared for possible wounded from the =freighter.=20
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::continues scanning around the team::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::leads the team out of engineering walking slowly and carefully::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: As Abbot turns to take the point she walks headlong =into something wet and dangling down from the ceiling.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: tries to smile at Rikus:: OPS: Thank you :: scans the console :: =self: help!
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CIV:  :: points:: that one fires phasers and that one launches torpedoes
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: Work with Mr. Drathlai; see what you can do to help him =re-establish a link to the freighter and our away team.=20
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=*CO*: Aye, Captain… ::turns to Karl:: Karl: You heard the captain.  =Is sickbay ready for wounded?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::stops dead in her tracks and aims her rifle at whatever it was she =walked into::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::tries boosting power significantly to TR and again tries to beam them =up::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: looks at CSO:: CSO: Thank you I think!
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::what the ::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Looks at the security officer, Abbott, Thinks: What is that thing?::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: As Abbot looks up, she notes its an arm ... and as =she looks up further at the ceiling of engineering she sees other =bodies, and parts of bodies, strung up there.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Aye Sir
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::Looks on::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO: As ready as it can be … would you like me to call the beta team?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::stares in disbelief:: CTO: Sir ... I think you'd better look at this
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=Wregget:  Are we connected yet?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::follows Abbot's gaze, and turns pale::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Abbot: What is it?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Wregget> OPS:  I'm working on it; I’m working on it, sir!!
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO: We might need the extra hand.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::walks over::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::points upward as the CTO approaches::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Apache receives a COM indicating that the Convoy =has reached the Cardassian border and is waiting for them to continue =on.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::laughs:: Karl:  No, Dr.  I think we'll be fine for right now.  If we =need them, we'll call them.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CIV: Use phasers to target their engines.  If the hostiles try to pilot =the freighter out of the area, I want you to knock out their propulsion =systems.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::looks up::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: An odorless white gas begins to slowly fill Main =Engineering on the freighter.
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Prepares phaser and looks around for any sign of the person who did =the killing. Thinks: God!::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: Sir! We must get out of here.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO: Understood.  Perhaps put them on alert status then?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@ALL:: Lets get to the bottom of this.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::scans the gas::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: locks phasers onto the freighters engines :: CO: Yes Sir. Phasers =targeted on freighters engines.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@ALL: To the bridge…
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Sir, I can’t re-establish the link
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@CTO: This does not look good...
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@CTO: Should we evacuate engineering?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::tries beaming out again with yet more power::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: Understood, do what you can.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: hand hovers over the so-called red button :: self: wait till you get =the order.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::thinks Dr. Karl wants my job:: Karl:  Okay, you can put them on alert, =but they are NOT to report unless I specifically say so, understood?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@Kolandi: Try to remain calm ... we will find out who did this...
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Apache's attempts to beam there crew off the =freighter fail ... though their sensors can monitor the general health =of their people.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO: Of course, sir.
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Begins to cough:: Thinks: No, no, no this is not how my life was =supposed to end.::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@SEC: No, I don't think anyone was left.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::Coughs::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: goes put the beta team on alert, via the computer system in medical =bay. ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@ALL: Let’s move, double time to the bridge!
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@CTO: Sir! We've got to get out of here!
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::growls and says something in AC::  CO:  I cannot beam them out, nor =can we get into their COMM, but we can still monitor from here...
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: One of the security officers collapses to the =ground clutching his chest and screaming as spasms rack his body.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Karl:  Very good, Andrew.  Now lets be ready shall we?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: What is their condition?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::leads the way to the bridge:: All: This way...
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@CTO: The gas is toxic and corrosive!
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Runs to the doors and then realizes that he was running a little =too....collapses::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::looks back and runs to grab Kolandi::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO: Yes, sir.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  No casualties ... wait, one of the engineering SEC just went into =seizures...
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: watches that red button get bigger and bigger ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::runs to the door::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  I think you should get a MO monitoring them ... this is NOT my =specialty...
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::looks back at Kolandi ... returns and picks him up body and bones ... =carrying him effortlessly::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The doors out of Main Engineering swish open for =Yeung...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Acknowledged...Sir we need to get them out now! Their vitals are =showing signs of duress
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@ALL: Move to the bridge use necessary force.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Find out what's blocking our transporters
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::thinks:  actually my specialty is quite the opposite::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::holds the doors open for the others::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Gets up, barely, and gets to the door. After Yeung::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@CTO: Sir, do you think it is okay to use the turbolift?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@SO: How far do you think the bridge is?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: V'Taran, be prepared to move us closer to the freighter.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  We're working on it, sir... Wregget:  Help me, now... we have to =beam these guys out... *Rakhmatullin*:  Get down here Mr. Rakhmatullin =we need some help...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::inspects sickbay for the one-hundredth time to make sure it's ready.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO: I'll go get the hypospray ready then, ma'am.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@SEC: They might have the turbolift booby trapped or mined.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::scans for anomalous power readings, etc. on ship::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CSO:  Any idea what could be blocking our beam out, sir?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@CTO: I'll check. ::walks over to a wall console and tries to display a =map of the ship::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@CTO: The Jeffries tubes may not be much safer ... but at least we will =see what we are up against
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: A message comes in from the convoy ... a trio of =disguised heavy cruisers has dropped out of warp near them and is =preparing to attack.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Karl: Hey Dr?  You can use the Tricyclene.  ::smiles::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@CTO: I suggest the ladder at the end of the deck. It is designed incase =the turbo lifts fail.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@SEC Abbott: I was thinking of that.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: prepares cordrazine in little vitals ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CMO*: We have a security officer down, and others are showing signs of =duress.  You may want to monitor their conditions from there.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: checks shields :: self: okay shields at 100%. Do phasers ricochet?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  A message form the convoy... it was a trap, cruiser, 3, attacking =the fleet... advise, sir?
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: serious :: CMO: I will ... if you want me to.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@ALOUD: Abbott, Kolandi you guys take the Jeffries tube.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@CTO: I shall lead the way... ::heads to a Jeffries tube compartment::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=*CO*: Aye, Captain, Do you know the cause?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::sighs as nothing appears::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Aloud: While Yeung and I will bang on their front door, the rest secure =this area.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CMO*: At this moment, no.
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Follows CTO without question...Thinks: I am so glad I'm not in =charge.::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Main power on the freighter blinks out.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@Kolandi:: follow me ... and keep you tricorder running ... inform me of =anything unusual
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::smiles:: Karl:  We don't know what we're up against, Dr.  Anything =might help.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::switches on his lights::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@CTO: I can't get anything, sir. I'll try scanning for the other team's =combadge.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  I'm also reading brownouts on the freighter, sir...
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=::and I thought it couldn't get any worse::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=*CO*: Understood, Captain, I've switched on the monitors for the AT.
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Pulls out tricorder and then wrist torch just as the lights go out::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: doesn't smile back :: CMO: Then.. I'll get right on it.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Ops: thought it would be an inhibitor…  CO: LRS show three heavy =cruisers near the convoy.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::turns on her wrist beacon::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@SO: Keep trying mister Yeung.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CSO:  Good thinking, but it does not appear so, any other ideas?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::climbs up the ladder::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Understood.  ::hears the CSO:: Get that team back here now!
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<USS Agamemnon> COM: Apache: Captain Tyler, the defenses of =the convoy are greatly outclassed by these cruisers ... when can you =join us?
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: takes a bottle of tricylene, and marks it off on his record ::  Self: =One down.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::turns on his wrist lights and continues scanning::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::follows the CTO up the ladder::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::heads up the ladder carefully ... her phaser supported in one hand =while climbing with the other::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  USS Agamemnon is requesting help, the cruisers too greatly outclass =the fleet...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: V'Taran, Plot a course back to the convoy, we cannot leave them in =this situation.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: prepares little vitals with tricylene in it ::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@CTO: Sir, um, well, the Apache is probably trying to=20beam us over, if we could somehow find transporter enhancers here and =then let the Apache know about it, they may be able to get us back.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=OPS: Negative… :: tries to reroute all reserve power to the =communications to try and get a lock::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::helps with the hypospray, getting them ready for use::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: prepares the medical kits ::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Begins to climb.::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::tries yet again with ALL available power to beam out even at least one =member of the AT::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@*Withers*: Can you get access to the bridge from above??
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=COM: Agamemnon: We are changing course to rejoin the =defense. =20
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=::watches the CO:: :: she looks fine, it's as though she thrives on this =sort of challenge::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::stores medkit after Karl has them ready::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Sir I can’t get a lock or communications back.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@<CTO>: Yes sir.. I think we can.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::keeps climbing::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::continues to climb:: Kolandi: Any idea where we are?...are we near =the bridge yet?
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: looks over at CMO, wanting to talk to her about something... but not =really daring to.::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CSO:  Think we could try a LOS beam out?  Cut a hole in their hull and =beam our people out?
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: I think so, it's a little dark, but well...yes a few more =decks.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::continues climbing:: CTO: I can't locate the other team. There must =be too much plating between us.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@*Kolandi*: Are objectives are to secure the ship and to rescue the =hostiles.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Karl:  Thank you for being here today, Dr.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: A forcefield snaps into place in front of Abbot.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=OPS: No sir.. to dangerous
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO: It's my job, sir.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@Kolandi: Good...make sure... .::stops suddenly::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: Take Dr. Karl, a security team ... prepare a shuttle =for launch.  Keep out of the freighters firing range, and do what you =can to reclaim our away team.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: Scans freighters cargo::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::looks up::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Karl:  I know that, but thanks anyway.  With Powers on the away team, =I'm kind of short handed.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Should I send Rakhmatullin to help beam out attempts?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@Kolandi: There is some sort of forcefield in place...can you override =it?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Sensors indicate that the cargo holds contain a =series of small vessels.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: smiles :: CMO: Thank you...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Aye sir, * Dr. Karl* please report to Shuttle bay two for away team
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::thinks, NO!!!!::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Mister Yeung and Lieutenant Lu continue climbing up =through deck 3 of the freighter.
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Tries to figure out some way of tapping into the computer's =forcefield controls::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Make it so.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: looks up :: CMO: You were saying.....
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=*CSO*: On my way, sir.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Security Officer Abbot and Kolandi crawl slowly =through the Jefferies tube system.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO: Excuse me.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Yes sir... *Rakhmatullin*:  Change of plans; meet Dr. Karl in =Shuttle Bay for AT mission...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Karl:  Go, Andrew, I'll mind the store.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: what he has to discuss with the CMO will wait till another day. ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Sir, the freighter is carrying small vessels.  :: leaves for shuttle =bay two::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: V'Taran: Engage once the shuttle is launched.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO: G'day.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@*Withers*: I think I’m almost near the bridge, wait for my =signal to drop in flash bangs.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Karl:  GO!
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Takes phaser and is about to fire:: Abbott: You dare me? ::Smile::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: exits Sickbay, and down the corridor to a TL :: TL: Shuttle bay!
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: Wait can you identify the vessels?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::thinks::  CSO: Fighters?  Why would it have fighters?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<USS Agamemnon> COM: Apache: We have engaged the cruisers =... we're taking a beating.  Once Pasteur Class has been destroyed.  SB =275 is sending support but it is several hours out.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::reaches the main door of the bridge::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: fighter’s … checks shields again::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::follows CTO and keeps scanning ahead::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::growls at his apparent lack of humor:: Kolandi: that isn't funny ... =you may kill us both if that overloads ... we will try an alternate =route.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: arrives at shuttle bay 2 ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Agamemnon again ... they've lost one and sent for help ... but that =won’t arrive for hours...
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: Yes sir. ::Looks at tricorder:: This way.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: they are Peregrine class fighters, outta date ... probably picked =them up from an arms dealer.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS:  Hopefully older ships, possibly out of service.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Yeung: Here place a plasma charge on the door here, here, and here.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: looks around, and see the bay is empty ... and paces with =anticipation::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CSO:  Think we could link to them and use them to fight the cruisers?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: Understood, is your team ready?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::takes the lead and begins to crawl on her hands and knees::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Begins to backtrack and then take a different route::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::puts away tricorder and takes the charge:: CTO: Right, sir.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The hatch to the next deck, several meters over =Yeung and Lu, snaps open and they see the feet of someone about to =descend.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Yes Sir. OPS: No
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: Launch your team, and good luck.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::Hears a sound and turns with phaser drawn::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: What are our orders; to reach the bridge … and then what?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::turns around and draws phaser rifle::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: aye sir. :: heads for shuttle bay 2
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Notify the Agamemnon that we are en route.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Lu and Yeung both lose their grips on the ladder =they're climbing as they draw their weapons...
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@Kolandi: Well I am thinking that the others will meet us there ... but =prepare yourself...it may turn hostile … if whatever it is that took =over this ship is still up there.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: V'Taran, engage maximum warp.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::tries to regain his grasp::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO: Yes sir... COMM:  USS Agamemnon:  This is the USS Apache, we are =currently en route to your position, we shall arrive soon...
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: When do you want me to lower the shields for the CSO to depart?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::fumbles with everything in his hands, trying to grab the ladder::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Thinks: Please god, I didn't come here to die.::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=<V'Taran> CO: Aye, Sir.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: ... and begin falling side by side down the ladder =... they land with a loud bang on the deck plating below them … a =5-foot drop.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::Steps up the alert to beta team to report on the double::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: enters Shuttle bay 2:: AT: Lets go people.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CIV: Lower the shields as soon as they are ready for =launch, and only long enough for the shuttle to exit.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::beta team arrives::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: snaps to attention, as CSO walks into the shuttle bay. ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Abbot and Kolandi come to the corridor access =hatch.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::looks briefly at her tricorder and sees they are nearing the bridge::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::gets up:: Yeung: you all right?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Yes Sir.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: grips the handle of his medical kit, and climbs into the shuttle ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::shakes the pain away from his head:: CTO: Yeah...
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Phaser fire rains down on Lu and Yeung as their =security detail descends to help them to their feet. The man above them =has heard the commotion.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::stops at the doors and looks around for the manual access panel::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::gets up quickly::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: enters the shuttle::  *CO*: We are ready for launch, sir
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=*CSO*: Sir just let me know when you're ready and I’ll drop the =shields for you to leave.  :: the green button :: :: grins ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CIV: Lower shields.  *CSO*: You are clear for launch
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: buckles up ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: A Klingon Bird of Prey de-cloaks between the Apache =and the freighter ... and begins to open fire immediately catching the =Apache off guard.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CO*: Aye Sir good luck
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::finds a small access panel and attempts to open the doors::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: drops shields:: CO/*CSO*: Shields dropped…
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: gets rocked in her seat ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::runs for cover::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@:Withers: I thought I told you to stay up there?
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CSO: What was that?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: pilots the shuttle toward the freighter::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Evasive maneuvers, now!  CIV: Raise shields to =maximum!
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: As Ambassador MacKenzie lowers the Apache's shields =to launch the shuttle, disruptor fire from the Bird of Prey rips across =the hull of Apache.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::looks out the viewscreen::  A bird of prey!
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::scans for damage and prepares forcefields::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CSO: Jeepers....
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: I know this is a stupid question, but do Klingons ever get =scared or nervous?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: raises shields:: CO: Shields raised Sir  :: falls back onto floor ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Bird of Prey shifts targeting towards the =shuttle as the Apache gets its shields up … and the shuttle launches =from the Apache’s main shuttle bay.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::fires his phasers , with a setting of heavy stun.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#<SEC Toobio> :: takes tactical station of the shuttle ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::follows CTO's lead and returns fire::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::helps CIV up::  CIV:  return fire!!
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<USS Agamemnon> COM: Apache: We're not faring well ... =we've lost three of the freighters from the Convoy and the Crazy Horse =is dead in space.  We are attempting ... ::COM goes dead::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=#Karl: Oh Boy hold on… :; begins to perform evasive maneuvers::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Yeung: did you plan those charges?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: gets up and locks phasers on Bird of Prey :: CO: Locked and firing =Captain.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::feels the ship rock from the disruptor fire:: FCO: =Maneuver us between the shuttle and the Bird of prey.  CIV: Open Fire!
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#<SEC Toobio> :: raises shields :: CSO: Shields are holding.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  We've lost three freighters and USS Crazy Horse and it appears the =Agamemnon is gone too sir
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Hopes doors will work … and then thinks maybe it is best that we =don't get through::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@CTO: No, I didn't get the chance.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Bird of Prey weathers the Apache's fire while =stalking the shuttle and firing on it devastatingly.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Yes Sir. :: what am I doing here?::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::dodges an energy beam::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#:: grips the armrest of his chair, and close his eyes... and prays ... =hard ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@Kolandi: Nonsense ... those are weak emotions.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::feels the ship rock and hopes her officers are all right, Karl on the =shuttle and Powers on the freighter::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Should I move shields to cover shuttle, sir?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The doors snap shut behind Yeung just as the sounds =of footsteps reach the bottom of the ladder.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=COM: Agamemnon: We are under fire from a Klingon Bird of =Prey. =20
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Thinks: Yeah, thought so.::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::gives up in trying to open the doors and decided to use manual =force::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#<SEC Toobio> CSO: Should we fire back?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  I don't think they are going to get that message, sir...
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::leans back on the wall::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::climbs up the ladder firing every once and a while::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Yes, Do it!
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: Let's go in, they're opening!
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::moves a shield to help protect shuttle::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::grabs the doors and pulls against them...HARD:: ARGH!!!
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The shuttle passes beyond range of the Apache's =shields...
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Too far away, sir, can't protect them...
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::grunts and follows CTO::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Notify the convoy of our current situation.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Yeung: Didn't think it was going to be this strenuous… ::chuckles::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Phasers have hit the target Captain.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Yes sir... COMM:  Remaining Ships of Convoy:  This is the Apache, =we are currently engaged and fighting a Bird of Prey...
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Shall I tell them to bug out, sir?
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Proceeds onto the bridge::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::pulls the doors open successfully and carefully aims her phaser out =into the corridor....checking it out before she heads out::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#<SEC Toobio> CSO: Sir ... should I return fire?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@*Withers*: We're almost there.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::reads:: CO:  Never mind ... they seem to be... umm, well, destroyed...
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Our shields are at 90% and holding.
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Looks around with weapon ready::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=#Karl: we couldn’t hurt them if we tried
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::grunts in effort:: CTO: Well, this'll be a great story to tell ... if =we survive, of course...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CIV: Target with all weapons.  ::mutters a curse under her =breath as she hears OPS::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::shoots the hatch at a setting of 9::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Bird of Prey targets the shuttle with full =disruptors more or less ignoring Apache ... and fires.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#<SEC Toobio> Dr. Karl: You ok back there?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Beta Team:  Okay here's the situation, our first Away Team is on a =freighter, probably under duress of some sort,  and Dr. Powers is with the away team.  Dr. Karl is on a second away team =attempting a rescue.  We need to be ready for anything people, got it?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::crouches slightly ready for any action::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#:: grits his teeth, and just nods ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The hatch melts in front of Lu.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CO*: Returning to ship you’ll need to protect us with your =shields…
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::shines her light around the bridge surveying the area::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=Self: All weapons. CO: Aye sir, all weapons targeted and ready to fire =on your order.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=<Beta Team> CMO:  Yes, Sir.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Bridge of the freighter is completely deserted.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=<V'Taran> ::attempts to bring the Apache between the =shuttle and the Bird of Prey::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: The Bridge appears to be empty.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=#Karl: Hold on… ::steers towards the Apache::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#<SEC Toobio> :: sighs ::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#CSO: Holding...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@:: looks through the hatch and climbs out and helping Yeung out::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: I'm going to try to evaluate the systems.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Helm fails on the shuttle as it heads directly =towards the freighter ... a collision alarm sounds.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::climbs out of the hatch::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@*Abbot*: are you in position?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Lu and Yeung appear in a corridor on deck one.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@*CTO*: We are on the bridge sir...
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Bird of Prey cloaks ... and disappears into =nothingness.
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: I attempted to bring up the systems' status ... nothing, sir.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@*Abbot*: anyone on the bridge?
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#<SEC Toobio> CSO: Uh oh...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=#All: prepare to evacuate shuttle.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::notes a great deal of duress from both away teams as they both are in =danger::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CIV: Try to track that ship!
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::taps at a nearby console::*CTO*: No one sir ... at least not from =what I can see.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Yeung: Where is that tricorder?  Getting anything?
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#CSO: Yes sir... :: jumps into an escape pod, with Toobio close at his =heels ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@*Abbott*: Is there a room nearby??
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=*Jamison*  Counselor Jamison, report to Sickbay please.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::gets out tricorder and begins scanning::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Thinks and accidentally says to Abbott: Now what?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Yes Captain  :: attempts to track Bird of Prey:: Captain the ship is =cloaked.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=#COM: Apache: We have to abandon ship, helms not responding
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=<Jamison> *CMO*: Aye, Dr.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@*Kolandi*: try and get control of the ship.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@CTO: There are residual bioelectric signatures in the Captain's ready =room. That way.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@*CTO*: Yes. There is one on the other side of the bridge
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#CSO: Can't they beam us back?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=<Jamison> ::walks down to sickbay.::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CIV: Understood.. OPS: Can you transport the crew off the =shuttle?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@Kolandi: Excuse me?
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: My tricorder is picking up residual bioelectric signatures from =the ready room.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Yeung: Lets go!
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  CMO:  Yes Dr. you sent for me?
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#<SEC Toobio> CSO: Impact in 30 seconds.
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@*CTO*: Aye sir.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::follows CTO
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=COMM:  Shuttle:  Never mind that ... I have you...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=#Karl: That’s the plan
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::follows CTO's lead::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::walks in the direction Mister Yeung pointed to::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=#COM: Apache: Please hurry
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::heads over to Kolandi:: Kolandi: Is it the FCO and the TO?
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Links tricorder with the freighter's computer core::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: resets all weapons and checks shield status::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Jamison:  Kaylee, I need your empathic abilities again.  Help me monitor =the two Away Teams for any sign of a medical problem.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::smiles:: COMM:  Shuttle:  Be glad to ... about the only thing I've =done right today...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@:: stops right at the door::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=<Jamison> CMO:  What happened?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::overhears OPS tell the shuttle that he has them:: CIV: Be =prepared in case the Bird of Prey attacks again.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#:: starts to hyperventilate :: Self: This is not the time.
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: I don't know, the CTO wants me to try to take control of the =ship. You investigate ... sir.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@YEUNG: Cover me. I'll try to get in the door.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=#<SEC Toobio> :: sighs with relief :: CSO: That was too close for =comfort.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::stops right behind the CTO and draws phaser:: CTO: Yes, sir.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::beams them to Medical bay::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::heads to the door and attempts to open it::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The shuttle smashes into the side of the freighter =and explodes tearing a great breech across the hull. From the =Apache’=20s point of view, bodies can be seen floating out of the breech.  =Meanwhile, the CSO and Doctor Karl materialize in the Apache Transporter =Room.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Jamison: One team is trapped on a freighter and the other is going to =get them.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::Draws his phaser and pushes the button::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Away Team bursts into the Captain’s =Ready Room and spots someone sitting in the dark, behind the Freighter =Captain's desk.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Yes captain. :: ensures weapons are ready ::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: looks around :: CSO/Toobio: We're back...
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::looks around them while scanning::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CO*: Sir we’re back on board headed back to bridge
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::falters through the door::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::shines his lights around the room::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Try again to lock on the away team. ::sees the bodies =floating from the freighter::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::attempts to transport AT again::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: The hook up was successful, Abbott?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::speaks to the person sitting in the dark:: Person: Show yourself!
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Karl/Toobio: It appears so, return to your stations.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CSO: Yes sir.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: First thing Kolandi notices is that there is a =power up in progress in the main Cargo Bay.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=<SEC Toobio> :: nods ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:; heads to bridge::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::looks around the room::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@CTO: Who's in there?
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Holds phaser close, but continues to access the tricorder and notices =the power up::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::shines her light on the person in the RR::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=<SEC Toobio> CSO: Will there be another attempt to retrieve the AT, sir?
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=<SEC Toobio> :: returns to the bridge with CSO ::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@Abbott: Sir!
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=<Jamison> ::feels a sense of relief from Dr. Karl and CSO::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: goes to Sickbay ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The person behind the desk stands and regards Abbot =with a thoughtful expression before stepping into the light...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=<Toobio> All: We don’t leave people behind.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::hold her phaser ready::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<Glinn_Dorchel> Abbot: How dare you address me in such a =tone, you horrid Klingon wretch.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  CMO:  Dr. Karl and Lt. Storal are safely back on the ship.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::walks in to see Glinn Dorchel::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::growls low in her throat:: Glinn: I should tear your heart out for =that...
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO: Dr. Karl returning back to duty, sir.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Aloud: Stand down Chief.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=<SEC Toobio> :: nods ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::eyes the CTO disdainfully but obeys::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: exits TL :: CO: Sorry sir
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Karl:  Welcome back, Dr. Are you all right?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Are you still able to monitor the crew on the =freighter?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<Glinn_Dorchel> ::arcs his forehead ridges:: Abbot: Go =ahead, give it a try you pu'Tak.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: shields okay, weapons ready, and nerves shot! ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@*Kolandi*: Get all the teams to the bridge for beam out.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Yes sir, but it seems I still can't beam them out...
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=@::looks in the room and sees Dorchel for the first time::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: still shaking, but manages a faint smile :: CMO: I am... fine...
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@*CTO*: Yes sir.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Keep trying...   CSO: There was nothing you could have =done against a Bird of Prey. =20
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@Glinn: Such pitiful insults from such a coward.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=<SEC Toobio> :: returns to his station ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Glinn: Under Federation maritime protocols, I place you under arrest =for crimes against the Federation.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: returns to Science one and begins to scan for cloaked vessels::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::still trying to beam them out::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<Glinn_Dorchel> ::turns to Lu and laughs heartily::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Anything from the convoy, Sir?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::sees Dr. Karl shaking and grabs a chair for him:: Karl:  Sit down, =would you like some water?  Coffee?  Just relax.  What happened?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::sets his phaser to heavy stun::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::holds her hand readily over her Mek’leth::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=20@*Security Teams* Report to the freighter's bridge immediately! =::Transmitting map to the security teams via tricorder:: You now have =the map through the Jeffries tubes to get here. Be quick!
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: From the Apache point of view, several small craft =can be seen launching from the Cargo Bay of the Freighter.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: sits down :: CMO: Long story, ma'am ... suffice it to say ... it was =a close call.    But then again ... this is Starfleet, isn't it?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::looks funny at new blips::  CO:  Sir, umm, new things popping out of =the freighter...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Glinn: You will be taken to sb275 and put on trial.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: They quickly steer a course away from the freighter =and the Apache ... and engage their small warp drives.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO: Oh ... and Mocha please ... thank you.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Sir, they’ve launched the fighters
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@::Sees on the linked tricorder that there was something launched or =launching from the CB::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<Glinn_Dorchel> Lu: And how do you propose to arrest me, =Lieutenant?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Karl:  Yes it is Starfleet.  ::orders Mocha from replicator and gives it =to Dr. Karl::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::sees the ships leaving the freighter:: CSO: Scan them, =get as much information as possible.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  …and they’re off.  They have left, sir.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::walks slowly to the Glinn::
=20
=SEC_Kolandi says:
=@<Security Teams> ::Arriving on the bridge::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Scans the fighters::  CO: Aye
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: A total of 15 small fighter craft exit the cargo =bay and disappear into warp ... each had two life signs aboard, mostly =Cardassian.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CIV: See if you can decipher their destination.
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO:  Permission to take the rest of the day off?   :: gulps his mocha =down ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::the other hand behind his back holding the phaser::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=:: trembles ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::waits anxiously for the CTO to give her the signal to arrest him::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Glinn: raise your hands slowly::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<Glinn_Dorchel> ::waits patiently watching Lu and sticks =his hands out to be cuffed::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Abbott: Arrest him.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Yes Captain. :: Establishes a lock on destination::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::smiles::  Permission granted, go get some rest, Karl.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Sir I could only get lifesigns ... 30 total, mostly Cardassian
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::doesn't take her eyes off Glinn:: CTO: With pleasure, Sir... ::moves =towards the Cardassian and goes to slip the manacles around his wrists::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::keeps his phaser ready::
=20
=Dr_Karl says:
=CMO; Thank you... :: goes to his quarters ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods to the CSO ... 2 per fighter::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: As Abbot goes to snap the cuffs around Dorchel's wrists, her hands pass through his =arms.  The laughter of Dorchel fills the room as his hologram fades and =winks out of existence.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 4 >>>>>>>>>>

